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Candidate personal code: 

Extended essay - Reflections on planning and progress form 
Candidate: This form is to be completed by the candidate during the course and completion of their EE. This document 
records reflections on your planning and progress, and the nature of your discussions with your supervisor. You must 
undertake three formal reflection sessions with your supervisor: The first formal reflection session should focus on your initial 
ideas and how you plan to undertake your research; the interim reflection session is once a significant amount of your research 
has been completed, and the final session will be in the form of a viva voce once you have completed and handed in your EE. 
This document acts as a record in supporting the authenticity of your work. The three reflections combined must amount to no 
more than 500 words. 

The completion of this form is a mandatory requirement of the EE. It must be submitted together with the completed 
EE for assessment under Criterion E. As per the ‘Protocols for completing and submitting the Reflections on 
planning and progress form’ section of the EE guide, a mark of 0 will be awarded by the examiner for criterion E if 
the RPPF is blank or the comments are written in a language other than that of the accompanying essay. 

Supervisor: You must have three reflection sessions with each candidate, one early on in the process, an interim meeting 
and then the final viva voce. Other check-in sessions are permitted but do not need to be recorded on this sheet. After each 
reflection session candidates must record their reflections and as the supervisor you must indicate the month that the 
reflection session took place, the candidate’s year of DP study at that time and initial this form. 

First reflection session 
Candidate comments: 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 
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Interim reflection 
Candidate comments: 

Final reflection - Viva voce 
Candidate comments: 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 

Month: Supervisor initials: DP year (1 or 2): 
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Supervisor comments: 
Supervisor: By submitting this candidate work for assessment, you are taking responsibility for its authenticity. No piece of candidate work 
should be uploaded/submitted to the e-Coursework system if its authenticity is in doubt or if contradictory comments are added to this form. If 
your text in the box below raises any doubt on the authenticity of the work, this component will not be assessed.


	Text1: jpf627
	Text3: I knew from the start that if I needed to write a lengthy 4000 word essay I would need to be interested in the topic I chose and not pick something very abstract. I chose the topic of Sweden's neutrality since, I am Swedish and knowing a little more about our history during ww2 interests me the most. On closer inspection of the topic I did manage to find sources from jstor's database but mainly there were a lot more Swedish material I could find. My supervisor has given me advice to focus on a specific event so that my research question would not be so broad. I chose to focus my question around the midsummer crisis of 1941 as a result of his feedback.
	Dropdown1: [May]
	Dropdown2: [1]
	Text5: A. M.
	Text6: Researching for information and different historian views on my topic was a hard task. At this point I had a clear research question: Why did Sweden breach it's neutrality during the midsummer crisis of 1941? Luckily I chose my topic very carefully as I am fluent in Swedish my plan beforehand was to select a topic in which knowing the Swedish language would benefit me as a learner of the topic. Since, my Swedish is at fluent proficiency I was able to dive into Swedish sources about the midsummer crisis as per my plan. My plan was to broaden my horizons with 2 languages that I could use to get historians that oppose each other in views of the subject at hand, allowing for a more well developed evaluation and discussion in my EE. After a lengthy process I was able to find such sources. A tool that came very handy is a portal called Jstor that the school supplied me with I found using materials such as Jstor and guides on the EE that my EE mentor and school supplied me with was crucial in my researching process. My communication with my mentor helped as I was able to ask him questions about certain things I didn't understand or bumps in the road when it came to the putting together of my essay. My decision to focus on Per Albin was an easy choice as most historical accounts point out him as the key individual for why the breach happened.
	Dropdown3: [February]
	Dropdown4: [2]
	Text8: A. M.
	Text9: The process of writing the EE was very difficult and presented me with many challenges however, it was a good learning experience. Learning of the task was stressful as time management has always been a hard thing for me. Balancing private life with school life is difficult especially when the EE was meant to be written. The most important lesson I had was about mindset. Writing a 4,000 word essay is a boring task by default but pessimism doesn't help. To approach it with an open mind and an optimistic view was beneficial and made coming up with words easier. being patient and calm when reading helps much more than being upset that I have to do the task.
	Dropdown5: [February]
	Dropdown6: [2]
	Text11: A. M.
	Text12: I don’t teach this History group, so I met this candidate for the first time when the EE process started. My first impressions were not very good, and I had my doubts about a completed EE. We looked at a few topic suggestions and came to an agreement about Swedish neutrality during WWII, a highly controversial question. It’s a topic that have led to many different views, both in Sweden and abroad so I knew that it would not be too hard to find sources.
After presenting a weak and unorganized first rough draft we had a few discussions about the continuation of the EE work process. These discussions definitely had a positive result. The full draft had a much better structure and included some clear views. The final version was another step in the right direction. I was very pleased to see that this candidate had completed the task. More so – I was pleased to see that there is an embryo of an academic approach. The general writing is still too personal, and some parts could be better organized, but the final version is an enormous improvement from the first draft. I now see explanations and a background that makes sense and prepare the reader for the discussion. The discussion includes different views which is an important achievement for somebody that had not showed much understanding for an analytical approach to a topic. I wish that the candidate would have developed the discussion further and used the words still available (over 400). The last part “my own view” was something that should have been excluded – it should (of course) have been a concluding summary of a more thorough discussion. Now that did not happen, but as I mentioned, this was a great job done by somebody that had never written any academic paper ever – and it showed determination that proved this supervisor wrong (my prediction of a non-completed EE).
During the Viva Voce the candidate mentioned several things, skills, picked up during the EE process: how to find sources and use them; how to grasp the different views; how to structure the work and time management. The advice given to future students was “If you are bilingual choose a topic where you can use that advantage; make sure you choose a topic that interest you since you will work on it a lot and make sure you can find accurate sources that shows different views”.


